
Marking and Feedback January 2015: appendix for policy 

It is imperative that improvements are made to marking and feedback following the 
ECP visits in December 2014.  In some classes this will mainly be fine tuning some 
already good practice; in some other classes changes to practice will be needed.  In 
all classes additional work on pupil response is needed.  

Marking MUST show: 

One line for comment of something achieved (not just general praise).  
On some occasions this might be something simple such as LOA. 

One line for next steps which are specific and not just general (be 
neater, get more done). 

(Teachers who use two stars and a wish are already doing this). 

Pupil response must be visible in books.  The ECP said this could sometimes just be 
an initial next to the teacher’s marking so it can be seen that the pupil has read it.  
Other occasions this should show further response. 

There should not be any teacher spelling mistakes (practise instead of practice and 
compliment instead of complement were seen).  

There should not be untidy crossing out (one line will do-with a ruler if it is a large 
amount-New Year’s Resolution, please). 

Some of this will be working smarter rather than working harder.  Some will require 
more teacher time.  There could be use of stamps and stickers to help (Chris Reall 
has already devised some labels for KS2 writing ‘Try to…’). There must not be a 
reduction in children’s written work.  Marking should avoid solely negative comments 
especially if repeated. 

I suggest evidence is needed to be seen in at least: 

Two pieces of English work per week (might be cross curricular) 

Two pieces of maths per week 

This will be monitored every two weeks this term (first one week of 
January 19th) by HW and/or JD. 

Staff meeting January 14/15th:  bring one  English and one maths book 
per class.  We will look at them and together make post it suggestions 
for marking including next steps and ideas for pupil response.   
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